
the information received from the Internet. The compressed images are

sent to the portable device for decompression and display. The portable

device accepts pointing and clicking to links to other pages. Commands

entered by the user at the portable device are sent to the host computer for

execution via a virtual browser to generate a new page, which is then

^ rasterized, compressed and sent to the portable device. Alternatively, a

user may perform clicking and scrolling with respect to the image on the

device to cause the actual execution in the virtual browser. The user may

access a virtual desktop through the palm top device to create and modify

documents.

IN THE CLAIMS : /
Please cancel without prejudice claims 1-8. Please adc^y:ie^ollowing new claims.

9. A method to access a remote host, the method comprising:

receiving, at a device, a first image of a virtu3l desktop from the remote host, the

first image being received in a ccWpressed image format, the virtual

desktop representing a graphical desktop environment for controlling the

remote host, the firstMaM^f the virtual desktop being generated by the

remote host to indicate^/state of the virtual desktop;

converting the first image from the compressed image format to a decompressed

image format to display the first image;

receiving, at the device, user input with respect to the first image;

sending a first message indicating the user input to the remote host for the remote

host to aprfly the user input to the virtual desktop; and
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receiving, at the device, a second image of the virtu^^desktop from the remote

host, the second image indicating a state/n the virtual desktop after the

user input is apphed to the virtual de^topy

10. A method as in claim 9, wherein the user input comprises a click on a point on the

first image; and, to generate the second image, the remote host applies a click to

the virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the point on the first image.

11. A method as in claim 9vwhereiythe user input comprises a double-click on a

point on the first image;)|ind, to generate the second image, the remote host

applies a double-click to the^virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the

point on the first image.

12. A method as in claim 9/ wherein the user input comprises a drag-and-drop on the

first image; and, the remote host applies a drag-and-drop to the virtual desktop at

locations that correspond to locations where the drag-and-drop on the first image

is received at the device.

13. A method as in cVaim 1 0, fiirther comprising:

receiving, at the/device, a second message from the remote host, the second

message instructing the device to prompt for text input;

wherein the click applied to the virtual desktop allows text input at a location on

the vimial desktop.
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14. A method as in claim 9, wherein the virtual desktop coniprises a virtual web

browser; and, the virtual web browser renders webj>ages requested by the device

at the remote host into images.

15. A method as in claim 9, further comprising:

displaying a feedback to a user of the device after said sending the first message

to indicate that a response from the remote host is to be received.

16. A method as in claim 9, fiirthe/comprising:

selectively displaying only abortion of the first image according a user input to

the device.x

17. A method as in claim 1§, wherein said selectively displaying comprises:

scrolling at exclusive control of the device to display a portion of the first image.

18. A method as in claim 9, wherein the first image comprises a plurality of sections;

and, the plurality of sections are received in a sequence according to a display

priority.

19. A method as in claim 18, wherein a first section of the plurality of sections is

received, decompressed and displayed before a second section of the plurality of

sections is redeived.

20. A method as/ in claim 9, wherein the first image is received from the remote host

through a Mreless telecommunication link.
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21. A method to serve a remote device, the method comprising:

generating, at a host, a first image of a virtual deslctop to indicate a state of the

virtual desktop, the virtual desktop representing a graphical desktop

environment for controlling the hos^f

sending the first image in a compressed^image format to the remote device;

receiving a first message fi-om the remote device, the first message indicating user

input received with respec/to the first image;

applying the user input to the virtual desktop at a location corresponding to a

location at which the i^er input is received with respect to the first image

at the remote devicei

/"^^ generating, at the h^^a sJcondi image of the virtual desktop, the second image

indicating a state (6f the virtual desktop after the user input is applied to the

virtual desktop; and

sending the second image of the virtual desktop to the remote device.

22. A method as in clainV 21, wherein the user input comprises a click on a point on

the first image; and,/to generate the second image, the host applies a click to the

virtual desktop at arooint that corresponds to the point on the first image.

23. A method as in claim 21, wherein the user input comprises a double-click on a

point on the first image; and, to generate the second image, the host applies a

double-click to tl|e virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the point on the

first image.
(
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24. A method as in claim 21, wherein the user input comprises^a drag-and-drop on the

first image; and, the host applies a drag-and-drop to the virtual desktop at

locations that correspond to locations where the^ag-and-drop on the first image

is received at the remote device.

or

25. A method as in claim 22, fiirther cog^pnsmg:

sending, to the remote device, a ^^cond message fi-om the host, the second

message miftri^cting th^remote device to prompt for text input;

wherein the click a^bl^ed t94he virtual desktop allows text input at a location on

the virtual d^sktO;^

26. A method as in claim 21, wherein the virtual desktop comprises a virtual web

browser; and, the^irtual web browser renders web pages requested by the remote

device at the ho/t into images.

27. A method a/in claim 21 fiirther comprising:

dividing thfe first image into a plurality of sections;

wherein me plurality of sections are sent to the remote device in a sequence

according to a display priority in the compressed image format.

28. A nipthod as in claim 2 1 , wherein the first image is sent fi-om the host to the

remote device through a wireless telecommunication link.
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29. A machine readable medium containing executable computer program

instructions which when executed by a data processing system^ca^^ said system

to perform a method to access a remote host, the methodxomprising:

receiving, at a device, a first image of a virtual desktop'^from the remote host, the

first image being received in a compressed^mage format, the virtual

desktop representing a graphical desktop environment for controlling the

remote host, the first image of the virtual desktop being generated by the

remote host to i^icate a state o^the virtual desktop;

converting the first imagafrom the compressed image format to a decompressed

image format to display the/first image;

receiving, at the device, user inp/t with respect to the first image;

sending a first message indicating the user input to the remote host for the remote

host to apply the user input to the virtual desktop; and

receiving, at the device, a/second image of the virtual desktop from the remote

host, the second/image indicating a state of the virtual desktop after the

user input is ^plied to the virtual desktop.

30. A medium as in cKaim 29, wherein the user input comprises a cUck on a point on

the first image; £(nd, to generate the second image, the remote host applies a click

to the virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the point on the first image.

/ 1

31. A medium as in claim 29, wherein the user input comprises a double-click on a

point on tHe first image; and, to generate the second image, the remote host

applies a^double-click to the virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the

point^n the first image.
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32. A medium as in claim 29, wherein the user input comprises a drag-and-drop'^on

the first image; and, the remote host appUes a drag-and-drop to the virtiial desktop

at locations that correspond to locations where the drag-and-droj)^ the first

image is received at the device.

33. A medium as in claim 30, wherein the method furthei/comprises:

receiving, at the device, a second message from the remote host, the second

message instructing the device to prompt for text input;

wherein the click applied to the virtual desk^p allows text input at a location on

the virtual desktop.

34. A medium as in claim 29, wherein th/virtual desktop comprises a virtual web

browser; and, the virtual web brow^r renders web pages requested by the device

at the remote host into images.

35. A medium as in claim 29, w^rein the method further comprises:

displaying a feedback to a user of the device after said sending the first message

to indicate that a cesponse from the remote host is to be received.

36. A medium as in clainy29, wherein the method fiirther comprises:

selectively displayirjg only a portion of the first image according a user input to

the device.)

37. A medium as in/claim 36, wherein said selectively displaying comprises:

scrolling at exclusive control of the device to display a portion of the first image.
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38. A medium as in claim 29, wherein the first image comprises a plurality of

sections; and, the plurality of sections are received in a sequence according to a

display priority.

39. A medium as in claim 38, wherein a first sectioii^f the plurality of sections is

received, decompressed and displayed befope a second section of the plurality of

sections is received.

40. A medium as in claim 29, whereiryme first image is received fi-om the remote host

through a wireless telecommunj^ation link.

41. A machine readable medium containing executable computer program

instructions which wheiyexecuted by a data processing system cause said system

to perform a method t^ serve a remote device, the method comprising:

generating, at a host/a first image of a virtual desktop to indicate a state of the

virtual desktop, the virtual desktop representing a graphical desktop

environraent for controlling the host;

sending the firsft image in a compressed image format to the remote device;

receiving a first message fi-om the remote device, the first message indicating user

inpui received with respect to the first image;

applying toe user input to the virtual desktop at a location corresponding to a

location at which the user input is received with respect to the first image

the remote device;
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generating, at the host, a second image of the virtual desktop, the second image

indicating a state of the virtual desktop after the user input is applied to the

virtual desktop; and /
sending the second image of the virtual desktop to the remote device.

42. A medium as in claim 41, wherein the user input comprises a click on a point on

the first image; and, to generate the seco^ image, the host applies a click to the

virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the point on the first image.

43. A medium as in claim 41, wher^n the user input comprises a double-click on a

point on the first im^g^and,/o generate the second image, the host applies a

double-click to the virtual ^esktop at a point that corresponds to the point on the

first image.

'44. A medium as in claim 41 , wherein the user input comprises a drag-and-drop on

the first image; and/the host applies a drag-and-drop to the virtual desktop at

locations that correspond to locations where the drag-and-drop on the first image

is received at ther remote device.

45. A medium as^in claim 42, wherein the method further comprises:

sending, toyfhe remote device, a second message fi-om the host, the second

Sssage instructing the remote device to prompt for text input;

wherein^the click applied to the virtual desktop allows text input at a location on

^he virtual desktop.
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46. A medium as in claim 41 , wherein the virtual desktop corpprises a virtual web

browser; and, the virtual web browser renders web phages requested by the remote

device at the host into images.

47. A medium as in claim 41 wherein the nijdhod further comprises:

dividing the first image into a plurality of sections;

wherein the plurality of sections are sent to the remote device in a sequence

according to a displaypriority in the compressed image format.

/^^48. A medium as in claim 4^ wherein the first image is sent from the host to the

remote devi^througl^a wireless telecommunication link.

49, A device to access a remote host, the device comprising:

means for receiving, at the device, a first image of a virtual desktop from the

remore host, the first image being received in a compressed image format,

theA^irtual desktop representing a graphical desktop environment for

introlling the remote host, the first image of the virtual desktop being

^generated by the remote host to indicate a state of the virtual desktop;

mea^s for converting the first image from the compressed image format to a

decompressed image format to display the first image;

bans for receiving, at the device, user input with respect to the first image;

leans for sending a first message indicating the user input to the remote host for

the remote host to apply the user input to the virtual desktop; and
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means for receiving, at the device, a second image of the virtual desktop from the

remote host, the second image indicating a state of the virtual desktop

after the user input is applied to the virtual desktop.

50. A device as in claim 49, wherein ttfe user input comprises a click on a point on the

first image; and, to generate the/second image, the remote host applies a click to

the virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the point on the first image.

51. A device as in claim 49, wherein the user input comprises a double-click on a

point on the first image/and, to generate the second image, the remote host

applies a douj^-clickyio the virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the

/
point on the first image.

52. A device as in claim 49, wherein the user input comprises a drag-and-drop on the

first image; and, the remote host applies a drag-and-drop to the virtual desktop at

locations tha/correspond to locations where the drag-and-drop on the first image

is received Li the device.

53. A device as in claim 50, fixrther comprising:

means ibr receiving, at the device, a second message from the remote host, the

/ second message instructing the device to prompt for text input;

whepn the click applied to the virtual desktop allows text input at a location on

/ the virtual desktop.
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54. A device as in claim 49, wherein the virtual desktop comprises a virtual web

browser; and, the virtual web browser renderyWeb pages requested by the device

at the remote host into images.

55. A device as in claim 49, further conmrising:

means for displaying a feedback tor a user of the device after the first message is

sent to the remote host i(f indicate that a response from the remote host is

to be received.

A device as in claim 49, further comprising:

means for selectnjjly dismaying only a portion of the first image according a user

input to|/ttie devi/e.

57. A device as in claim 56, wherein said means for selectively displaying comprises:

means for scrolling ^t exclusive control of the device to display a portion of the

first image. J

58. A device as in claim 49, wherein the first image comprises a plurality of sections;

and, the plurality of sections are received in a sequence according to a display

priority.

59. A device as in claim 58, wherein a first section of the plurality of sections is

received, decompressed and displayed before a second section of the plurality of

sections is received.
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60. A device as in claim 49, wherein the first image is received fi-om the remote host

through a wireless telecommunication link.

61 . A host to serve a remote device, the host comprising:

means for generating, at the host, a fir^/image of a virtual desktop to indicate a

state of the virtual desktop, tfie virtual desktop representing a graphical

desktop environment for cJontroUing the host;

means for sending the first im^e in a compressed image format to the remote

device; \

means for receiving a^rstyfnessage fi"om the remote device, the first message

indicating user input received with respect to the first image;

means for applying the/user input to the virtual desktop at a location

corresponding to a location at which the user input is received with respect

to the first image at the remote device;

means for generating, at the host, a second image of the virtual desktop, the

second image indicating a state of the virtual desktop after the user input is

applied/to the virtual desktop; and

means for senaing the second image of the virtual desktop to the remote device.

62. A host as in claim 61, wherein the user input comprises a click on a point on the

first imag|&; and, to generate the second image, the host applies a click to the

virtual dpktop at a point that corresponds to the point on the first image.

63. A host/as in claim 61, wherein the user input comprises a double-click on a point

on the first image; and, to generate the second image, the host applies a double-
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click to the virtual desktop at a point that corresponds to the poipt on the first

image.

64. A host as in claim 61, wherein the user input comprises a drag-and-drop on the

first image; and, the host applies a drag-and-dr0p to the virtual desktop at

locations that correspond to locations wherp the drag-and-drop on the first image

is received at the remote device.

65. A host as in claim 62, further commsing:

means for sending, to the remoter device, a second message from the host, the

second message instnySting the remote device to prompt for text input;

wherein the click applied tcythe virtual desktop allows text input at a location on

the virtuaMesktop(

66. A host as in claim 61,/wherein the virtual desktop comprises a virtual web

browser; and, the virtual web browser renders web pages requested by the remote

device at the host mto images.

67. A host as in claim 61 further comprising:

means for divitiing the first image into a plurality of sections;

wherein the plurality of sections are sent to the remote device in a sequence

according to a display priority in the compressed image format.

68. A host as/in claim 61, wherein the first image is sent from the host to the remote

device tHrough a wireless telecommunication link.
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